We are Sollio Agriculture. We support farmers across Canada to help them maximize their performance, keeping in mind that
there are only 24 hours in a day and 365 days in a year.
We bring together passionate people devoted to helping each other and moving forward together. These are men and women
who are not afraid to work hard and get their hands dirty, every day. For them, agriculture is about family, community, and
food.
Our pan-Canadian presence means that we’re there for them, on-site, when and where they need us. With our partners’ facilities
as well as our own, we now have a total of 320 locations in nine provinces. Our goal is to support our farmers and the local
areas where they operate. In short, we’re both close by and everywhere they need us to be. Our advisors are their advisors—
the people who have always been by their side and know every acre of their local area. sollio.ag/en
Our sector is seeking a:
Feed Formulator
003131
Work Location: Moncton, NB
Status: Permanent, Full Time

Reporting to the Ruminant Formulation Coordinator, Livestock Productions Sector, this position is accountable for feed
formulation and feed product development.
THE CHALLENGES WE OFFER
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Design products based on feeding programs defined by nutritionists and/or consultant;
Design products for farm production and formulas for farm-manufactured feed, according to the client’s needs and constraints;
Ensure feeding programs are put into production in various plants in the Sollio Agriculture network;
Make the necessary modifications to facilitate manufacturing when needed;
Provide formula costs as a basis for price lists;
Establish client-specific feed formulas (custom products);
Determine feasibility of feed formulas requests and follow up;
Ensure compliance of additives and/or medication;
Check and approve incorporation variations and non-compliances in manufacturing plants;
Attend multidisciplinary plant meetings (manufacturing, quality assurance, engineering, formulation) to optimize the
manufacturing process and the quality of Sollio Agriculture network’s products;
Design product labels and ensure they are compliant with the Feeds Act. Ensure resolution and follow-up for labelling noncompliances with the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA).

YOU FIT THE FOLLOWING PROFILE
•
•
•
•
•
•

You have a BSc in Animal Science and 3-5 years’ experience in ruminant and/or poultry feeding programs;
You hold a MSc in Animal nutrition, an asset;
You possess a good knowledge of livestock production and management and a thorough understanding of the local industry;
You are meticulous, rigorous and have proven abilities to manage pressure well;
You possess an intermediate level knowledge of the MS Office tools;
You are familiar with the “Brill” formulation software, an asset.

If you want to join the ranks of an organization with a bright future that provides interesting challenges, a stimulating work environment
as well as a competitive compensation package, we invite you to join our team.
Send your application to https://sollio.ag/career, by 16/10/2020 at the latest.
We thank all candidates for their interest in this position; however, only those selected for further consideration will be contacted. Sollio
Agriculture and Atlantic Farm Services Inc. are equal opportunity employers.
Thank you for your consideration.

